
REALLOCATION OF FUNDS FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE CANADA (FAITC) 

Year One Year Two Ongoing 
Total FAITC reallocation resources $2,224,416 $2,089,017 $2,089,017 

The resource needs outlined herein are based on the proposed Government 
legislation and Government amendments to Bill S-233, which was subsequently 
introduced as a Government bill, first as C-35, then as S-7. These are 
estimates, and the actual costs cannot be known until the processes for 
implementing any legislation are finalized (both with respect to the deSignation of 
states and to the assistance to be provided to successful complainants). It 
should also be noted that these estimates do not take into account the 
amendments made to Bill S-7 at Third Reading in the Senate. Once legislation is 
passed, FAITC will assess resource requirements in light of the final form of the 
legislation and the availability of resources. Resources for activities costed below 
will be identified through re-allocation of existing resources. 

FAITC activities and related resource needs can be broadly broken down into 
three categories: 
1. Activities related to the listing process; 
2. Activities required to assist judgment creditors and courts in identifying and 

locating seizable assets of state supporters of terrorism pursuant to positive 
judgments; 

3. Activities to manage the implications to Canada's foreign relations and 
international trade associated with the introduction of a listing process and 
amendment of the State Immunity Act, the listing of specific states, and/or the 
assistance provided in the enforcement of a Canadian judgement against a 
listed state. 

Minimal and immediately identifiable resource implications for the first two 
categories are identified below. The estimates assume the creation of a team at 
FAITC headquarters to conduct the assessment and listing process and would 
undertake any work related to the review of the list, new assessments and new 
listings. The team would also conduct activities related to any ministerial 
assistance provided to successful plaintiffs. Resources would also be required at 
missions abroad for advocacy and political engagement conducted in response 
to the international relations implications of this initiative. This would include both 
personnel and operational costs. 

The resources associated with category three (3) above are difficult to forecast 
and to quantify with accuracy. Once a list is established with specific countries, 
these costs will be more easily forecasted. 

The resource requirements outlined in this document are based on preliminary 
costing analysis. 
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1. Resources required to undertake the assessment and listing process 

Activities associated with this process: Initial consideration indicates that FAITC 
officials would be required: 
• To identify states to be assessed, either by studies of current and past 

political and/or terrorism situations or incidents; 
• To pursue through all available channels any information relevant to the 

actions of such states related to the terrorist offences specified; 
• To evaluate all such information and to propose recommendations to the 

Governor-in-Council; 
• To manage public communications related to the legislation and listing 

process; 
• To deal with the political, commercial, legal, and other enquiries during and 

after the conclusion of the exercise; 
• To evaluate potential impacts of listings on Canadian interests; and 
• Work with affected missions, other government departments, business 

groups, non-governmental organizations, and intemational organizations on 
the fall-out of the listing process. 

Once states are designated, the reaction of those states will need to be 
monitored and managed. Management of a credible list on a continuing basis 
will demand considerable diplomatic and political effort. As court actions are 
initiated, appropriate involvement in those actions could also be required, 
including on evidentiary issues. This work will begin immediately upon the Bill 
receiving Royal Assent, and will continue as long as the listing regime is in place. 

Costs for these activities have been calculated based on the following 
assumptions: 
• 10- 15 assessments to be completed within six months of the creation of the 

listing mechanism; 
• Creation of a new division to conduct assessments, composition as follows: 

» Analytical group: 5 policy/analytical officers (1 FS-04,2 FS-03; 2 ES-05); 
» Legal services: 1 legal officer (1 FS-03); 
» Trade analytical group (1 FS-03, 2 FS-02, 1 CO-01, 1 ES-03) 
» Core services personnel: 4 personnel to support the new division, 

including administrative personnel (1 AS-02; 1 AS-04), communications 
personnel (1 IS-06) and supervision of division by 1 EX-02; 

» Essential operational funding ($380,000 per year). 

Note that these assumptions pre-date the amendments made to Bill S-7 in the 
Senate, amendments which include time lines for the establishment of the list of 
designated states and parameters for the review of that list. 

Total FTEs: 15, at a cost of $1 ,674,416 
Operational costs: $550,000 
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Year One Ongoing 
1. Assessment and listing process 2,224,416 As below 
FTEs 15 As below 

2. Resources required to assist judgment creditors and courts in identifying and 
locating seizable assets of state supporters of terrorism pursuant to positive 
judgments 

Activities associated with this process: Activities described above related to the 
assessment and listing of states will continue even as claimants initiate legal 
processes. When a legal action is successful, FAITC might be requested to 
provide assistance to successful plaintiffs in identifying and locating the assets 
under Canadian jurisdiction of states against which a judgment has been 
rendered. 

Costs for these activities have been calculated based on the following 
assumptions: 
• On an ongoing basis, the division created for the assessment and listings 

process would continue their work in maintaining and re-assessing the list of 
states, to account for new developments and keep the list current. 

• Communications implications would increase, particularly as legal processes 
are initiated and concluded. 

• Resources would also be required at missions abroad for advocacy and 
political engagement conducted on response to the international relations 
implications of this initiative. 

• Additional resources related providing assistance to successful plaintiffs: 1 
financial intelligence officer (1 FI-03) focussed on assistance to judgment 
creditors. 

• Essential operational funding ($330,000 per year). 

Additional FTEs: 1, at an additional cost of $93,339 (total FTE cost of 
$1,759,017) 
Operational costs: $330,000 

Year One Year Two Onqoinq 
2. Execution of positive judgments As above 2,089,017 2,089,017 
AND continuation of assessment and 
listinq activities 
FTEs 15 (as 16 16 

above) 

3. Resources to manage the irnpacts on Canada's foreign relations and 
international trade of the introduction of a listing process, amendments to the 
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State Immunity Act, the listing of specific states, and/or the assistance provided 
to successful plaintiffs 

Activities associated with this process: Depending on the states included in the 
list of state supporters of terrorism, intemational reaction to the list (including 
from terrorist groups), any retaliatory actions and any potential enforcement of 
Canadian legal judgments against a listed state, there will be additional resource 
implications associated with this initiative. 

The resources associated with these activities are extremely difficult to forecast. 

Summary of Costs 

Year One Year Two Ongoing 
1 . Assessment and listing process 2,224,416 
FTEs 15 
2. Execution of positive judgments AND 2,089,017 2,089,017 
continuation of assessment and listing 
activities 
FTEs 0 16 16 
3. Managing domestic and international Unable to Unable to Unable to 
implications/retaliatory actions quantify quantify quantify 
TOTAL $2,224,416 $2,089,017 $2,089,017 

Based on this analysis, FAITC will need to reallocate in the first year, $2,224,416, 
$2,089,017 in the second year, and $2,089,017 per annum thereafter, to meet 
immediately identifiable costs associated with Bill S-7 as originally introduced in 
the Senate. 
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